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Our Weaving Techniques

Weaving Techniques at a Glance

     Hand-Knotted: It takes 5-12 months to manufacture. Durability is 20+ years.

     Hand-Tufted: It takes 4-6 months to manufacture. Durability is 3-10 years.

     Flat-Weave: It takes 3-4 months to manufacture. Durability is 20+ years.

     Hand-Loomed: It takes 3-5 (Construction Dependent) months to manufacture. 

     Durability is 3-10 years.

There are some certain ways to identify each of these rugs.

Not all handmade rugs are woven in the same way. The style of weaving 

determines both the appearance of the finished product, as well as the price

(due to the time and labour involved).

Hand Knotted Hand Tufted

Hand Loomed

Flat Weaving
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Ardabil 

Size      

4x6, 6x9, 8x10

             9x12, 10x14, 12x18   

Red White 

Blue 

Black 
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Gol Gumbad 

Size      

5x7, 8x10

Black 

Gol Gumbad' (also called Gol Gumbaz) is a Hindi term, where 

'Gol' means Round and 'Gumbad' means Dome. The Taj Mahal 

has a flawless interior of the dome, a unique and beautiful pattern

within. One can not describe the beauty of it in words. 

The 'Gol Gumbad' Design Carpet is inspired by the same.

Red 

The center medallion of the carpet is inspired by the central

-ceiling work. And the outer design of 'the diamond cut niches' 

is also inspired by the magnificent ceiling design.



Char Bagh (Double) 

12

Size
      

6x9, 8x10, 9x12  

Red Blue 

Blue 

Charbagh carpet design is having a central medallion and floral motifs

with arches, represent the 'concept of paradise'. These patterns fall 

under the category of Charbagh (this is a Hindi Term) motif, where 

'char' means Four and 'bagh' means Garden. Which basically means 

that there will be four gardens on the carpet. The floral works represent 

the garden, the arches represent the gates, and the border represents the 

supplementary garden.



Herati 

13 710

Size     6x9, 6.9x10, 7.3x10,  7.6x10  

Black Black 

White Blue 

The 'Herati Design' carpets are another variety of hand-knotted rugs. 

The name Herati stems from Herat, a quaint and ancient town in 

Afghanistan. The 'Herati Design' carpets originated in East-Persia. These 

Persian rugs come in two styles: (a) with the medallion and 

(b) without the medallion. The corners of the medallion also have the 

same design and the same colors. This pattern is also known as 

'Mahi' or 'Fish' pattern as the lanceolate leaves resemble a fish. 

The 'Herati Design' rugs are one of the most aesthetic hand-knotted rugs.



All Over 

Size      

5x7, 6x9, 8x10

8

The beauty of the ‘All Over’ design carpet is that the design is beautifully

laid out all over the carpet unlike most of the designs that have the 

medallion only in the center. The floral pattern is evenly spread out and 

visible. If the other design is used, the medallion would be hidden because

of the furniture.

11 15 16

Light Red White 

Dark Red 



Naein 

Size      

4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

Naein rugs are beautiful hand-knotted rugs. They have a nice-looking 

mall medallion in the center surrounded by an intricate design.

The color palette employed in Naein rugs is usually subtle. The 

distinguishing point of this rug from other medallion rugs is that the 

color of the base and the color of the border of the carpet are generally

the same.

White 

17 18

It is one of our best selling and most enjoyed rugs because of it's quality, 

pattern and intricacy.



Keukenhof

Size      

6x9  

19 20

This hand-knotted rug indicates the beauty of the flowers and symbolizes

hope. The colors and the pattern depict modern garden art. As Keukenhof

is appreciated for its tulips, the rug possesses a tulip design. So, each flower

has it's own significance on the rug. The craftsmen of this rug were very 

affectionate towards flowers so they weaved it similarly. The name intimates

the weaver's desire and inclination. This rug is contemporary and has a

classic layout.



Aurora

Size      

6x9

21 22

The beautiful hand-knotted rug is inspired by the goddess of dawn. 

Aurorais a greek goddess who refreshes herself every morning and flies across

the sky, announcing the arrival of the Sun. This rug also represents

tribal design. The tribal design is derived from ancient tribal art.



Pell Mell 

Size      6x9

24

Adverb. In disorderly, headlong haste; in a recklessly hurried manner. 

In a confused or jumbled mass, crowd, manner, etc. The idea behind 

it was to show the disruptions that are happening in the traditional 

rugs to give them a contemporary look. Using muted backgrounds

and adding colors to it, to give any room a modern look.



The Swirl

Size      6x9

25 26

This beautiful hand-knotted rug is designed by a seven-year-old boy

who is a painter. He painted his casual thoughts on the board. 

His father is one of our extraordinary artists and he wanted to make

a rug out of it. The boy swirled his paintbrush in such a way that it

looks like a prepared art. The rug has a little twist, it seems like it has

three-four colors but actually, it has seven mixture of colors. This rug

has an intriguing type of pattern to grab people's attention. This is

the creator's rare art.



Moscow Striped Rug

Size      6x9

28

The sophisticated modern stripe design can bring colors to any room. 

The design is simple yet intricate. Multi-colored yarns in beige, 

accented by tones of red and vibrant green and grey, add texture

and a pop of color underfoot. Stripes in the carpet have different 

patterns and then repeats itself.



The Colorful Pallete Size      6x9

29 30

This hand-knotted rug is inspired by the palette of colors. The artisans of this

rug were fond of the colors and the patchwork design. In general, they convey

 optimism, enthusiasm, and passion. These colors evoke warmth due to their 

brightness and link to the sun. The colorful rug creates a positive environment

 and brings life to in and around the room.



The Green ParadiseQueen Of Udaipur-Jodhpur

Size      6x9Size      6x9

31 32

The beautiful hand-knotted rug majorly portrays a garden complete of 

green and blue flowers. It has a traditional pattern yet gives the modern

look. The name Blue Paradise signifies serenity and wisdom and, often

symbolizes calmness. 

The hand-knotted rug is inspired by the blue city of India, Jodhpur.

The pattern of the rug is taken from the dual screens of the famous

fort of Mehrangarh. The fort is one of the largest forts in India,

built-in around 1459 by Rao Jodha.

The city is famous for its charming locations and is often featured in

various films, advertisements, music videos, and soaps.

The weaver of this rug was a great admirer of nature, so she weaved it

in the same way. This rug not only describes the weaver's admiration 

towards flowers but also the cycle of creation.



Green Sky

Size      

6x9

33 34

The hand-knotted rug was designed by one of our artisans to bring 

out his perspective about the existence of God. According to him, 

God resides above all of us and the sky. So the blue sky we see is 

the downside of the beautiful garden on which God walks on, 

thus the Green Sky.



Tree of Life

Size      

6x9

3635

This hand-knotted rug is inspired by the story of the tree of life. 

The tree of life is a fundamental widespread myth in many of the 

world's ethical and philosophical traditions. 

It is closely related to the concept of the sacred tree. The rug symbolizes

a fresh start of your life with positivity, good health, and happiness. 

This rug would do the same to your room and give it an elegant look.



A Mazed Transition

37 38

Transitional rugs combine the best of both traditional and contemporary

styles. They draw inspiration from the classic designs of traditional floor

coverings and combine them with fashion-forward designs and color

schemes from contemporary offerings. The rug has been done with 

the minimum colors to give a modern look.

Size      

6x9



A Mazed Transition

Size      

8x10

Size      

8x10, 9x12

A Mazed Transition

Size      

8x10

39 40

A Mazed Transition

Size      

8x10

A Mazed Transition



A Mazed Transition

Size      

8x10, 9x12

Size      

9x12

A Mazed Transition

Size      

9x12

41 42

A Mazed Transition

Size      

9x12

A Mazed Transition



Char Bagh 

44

Size      5x7, 6x9

Sky Blue 

White Green

Purple 

Charbagh carpet design is having a central medallion and floral motifs

with arches, represent the 'concept of paradise'. These patterns fall 

under the category of Charbagh (this is a Hindi Term) motif, where 

'char' means Four and 'bagh' means Garden. Which basically means 

that there will be four gardens on the carpet. The floral works represent 

the garden, the arches represent the gates, and the border represents the 

supplementary garden.



Size      

3X5, 4X6, 

5X7, 6x9, 8X10

Blue 

4645

The tribal carpet designs mostly contain abstract motifs with bold and

rusty colors. During the Mughal period, when the kings were on the 

battlefields. They used to live in the luxurious tents in which the floors

were covered with carpets. 

The bold patterns and rustic colors look very nice with the wool fringes.

And the fine cotton was also not easily available in the tribal areas and 

it was the reason for not having the cotton fringes. These carpets are 

still made with the wool base, maintaining the originality of the tradition.

GoldWhite 



Tribal Box 

Size     2.6x4, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

Dark Blue 

4847

Size      3X5, 4X6, 5X7, 6x9, 8X10

Black Red



Size      2.6x4, 2x3, 3x5, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

White Sky Blue Black Red

5049



Tribal Bukhara 

Size     3x5, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

RedGold Dark Blue Grey

51 52
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Kerman
 

Size     2.6x4, 3x5, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9

Black Blue

Green Light Purple 

54

The 'Kerman Design' rug is a Persian hand-knotted rug. The name of this 

rug originates from Kerman, a city in Iran. The city is famous for its cultural

heritage and history of rug-manufacturing. The Kerman Design carpets are

amongst the most exclusive rug patterns that entered the western market. 

The novel aspect of this design is that it has a central medallion that is 

surrounded by a solid color. The wide border of the carpet usually contains

flower or figural motifs. The Kerman rugs beautify the area with their novel

and distinctive pattern. This traditional rug is well-liked by people.
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Kerman 

Size     3x5, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

Yellow Red

Copper Dark Purple

55

The 'Kerman Design' rug is a Persian hand-knotted rug. The name of this 

rug originates from Kerman, a city in Iran. The city is famous for its cultural

heritage and history of rug-manufacturing. The Kerman Design carpets are

amongst the most exclusive rug patterns that entered the western market. 

The novel aspect of this design is that it has a central medallion that is 

surrounded by a solid color. The wide border of the carpet usually contains

flower or figural motifs. The Kerman rugs beautify the area with their novel

and distinctive pattern. This traditional rug is well-liked by people.



High Twist 

Size     2.6x4, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

5857

The 'High Twist' rugs were inspired by the antique carpets: which were

made with vegetable colors. Over thousands and thousands of years, 

this color faded. To give the new carpet a bronzed and well-worn look,

the twisted yarn is used.

It, in turn, helps in giving a weathered feel and enhancing the ‘vintage 

and antique’ look. The design of these rugs is based on the Persian style

of art. A neutral color palette is generally employed while making the

‘High Twist' rugs.

Light Green Dark Green 

WhiteRed 
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Screening Pattern 

Size     2.6x4, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

During the Mughal era, the royal ladies and other women were not 

allowed to actively participate in court meetings and discussions. 

Nevertheless, they attended the meetings from behind the Jali 

(old Indian windows). These windows were translucent and had 

beautiful patterns. These patterns generally resembled a honeycomb

or lattice. This pattern is inspired by the windows of the Mughal Period.

The 'screening pattern' carpets have the design of these screens (or Jali)

beautifully knotted with the help of a handloom.

Dark Blue Yellow

White Yellow

59
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Screening Pattern 

Size     2.6x4, 4x6, 5x7, 6x9, 8x10

Blue Green 

Red Gray

62

During the Mughal era, the royal ladies and other women were not 

allowed to actively participate in court meetings and discussions. 

Nevertheless, they attended the meetings from behind the Jali 

(old Indian windows). These windows were translucent and had 

beautiful patterns. These patterns generally resembled a honeycomb

or lattice. This pattern is inspired by the windows of the Mughal Period.

The 'screening pattern' carpets have the design of these screens (or Jali)

beautifully knotted with the help of a handloom.



Bakhtiyar 

Size     

2.6x4, 4x6, 5x7,

6x9, 8x10, 10x14

Mughal garden carpet design creatively originated in 637 A.D. 

The carpet was designed to give the king an illusion of the spring, 

in the months of winter. You can observe, the carpet consists of 

nine different types of blocks. Each block represents the garden 

motif(s) of that era.

Gray 

Red

63

Green 
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Bakhtiyar 

Size     

2.6x4, 4x6, 

5x7, 6x9, 8x10

White 

Mughal garden carpet design creatively originated in 637 A.D. 

The carpet was designed to give the king an illusion of the spring, 

in the months of winter. You can observe, the carpet consists of 

nine different types of blocks. Each block represents the garden 

motif(s) of that era.

Dark Blue 

66
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Hamadan

Size     

2.6x4, 4x6, 

5x7, 6x9, 8x10

Light Blue 

Purple 

67

Charbagh carpet design is having a central medallion and floral motifs

with arches, represent the 'concept of paradise'. These patterns fall 

under the category of Charbagh (this is a Hindi Term) motif, where 

'char' means Four and 'bagh' means Garden. Which basically means 

that there will be four gardens on the carpet. The floral works represent 

the garden, the arches represent the gates, and the border represents the 

supplementary garden.



Hamadan

Size     

2x3, 4x6, 5x7, 10x14

RedBlue 

Green 

69 70

Charbagh carpet design is having a central medallion and floral motifs

with arches, represent the 'concept of paradise'. These patterns fall 

under the category of Charbagh (this is a Hindi Term) motif, where 

'char' means Four and 'bagh' means Garden. Which basically means 

that there will be four gardens on the carpet. The floral works represent 

the garden, the arches represent the gates, and the border represents the 

supplementary garden.
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Kumbh

Size     2x3, 4x6, 5x7, 10x14

RedGreen

GrayDark Blue 

71

Charbagh carpet design is having a central medallion and floral motifs

with arches, represent the 'concept of paradise'. These patterns fall 

under the category of Charbagh (this is a Hindi Term) motif, where 

'char' means Four and 'bagh' means Garden. Which basically means 

that there will be four gardens on the carpet. The floral works represent 

the garden, the arches represent the gates, and the border represents the 

supplementary garden.



Blue Grey Linear Dhurrie Rug

Size       5.3x7.6    

A dhurrie (also dhurri, durrie, durry, or dari) is a thin flat-woven rug or

carpet used traditionally in South Asia as floor-coverings.

Blue & Grey 

73 74

This Dhurrie Rug will pump up the style in any space while adding 

warmth to the entire ambiance. Give your home a makeover with one

small change and fresh natural color and ethnic charm to your floors 

with this natural handwoven Dhurrie. 

Made from wool and cotton this Dhurrie is durable and is sure to add 

charm and style to your room decor. Each Durry is woven on a loom 

using cotton and wool yarn. The warp and weft are cotton yarn, and 

it is the interlocked weave that makes them reversible. The color-fast 

natural dyed yarn is the reason they are completely washable to suit 

the practical need of the modern home.
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Contemporary Linear Stripes Rug

Size     4.6x6.6    

Multi Color Multi Color  

Handwoven Multi Colored Abstract Dhurrie Rugs

75

Size     5.6x7.9    
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Blurred Lines Minimalist Design

Size      4x6, 4.6x6.6    

RedYellow Brown Green 

77
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Hand Made Wool Persian Tribal Rug

Size      3x5    

Black 

Striped Linear Rug with Multiple Design 

Multi Color 

79
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Hand Made Wool Persian Geometric Rug

Size      5.6x7.9    

Multi Color 

Hand Made Wool Persian Tribal Rug

Multi Color 

81

Size      5.6x7.9    
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Linear Stripes Design Quality Rug

Size     5.3x7.6    

Coastal Linear Stripe Ocean Blue Rug

Size     9x12    

Ocean Blue Multi Color 



Contact 

+91 96 43 7514678 

+91 98 37 045164

Kolara Kalan, Fatehabad Road, Agra, 

Uttar Pradesh 282001

the_rugs_cafe

http://therugscafe.com/

therugscafe@gmail.com

https://therugscafe.com/
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We specialise in handmade

 organic rugs, 

with local and traditional themes. 

We have Modern, 

Traditional, Persian, Tribal, 

Antique, Kilim,

Kothan, Aubusson, Silk and

many other rugs in

 our collection.
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